VID

VID

Carpet FRINGES
Design by DEDON DESIGN STUDIO | Item code: 098030 | 200 × 300 cm / 78 ¾ × 118"
Measurements

Collection: VID carpets help to create beautiful outdoor atmospheres, giving definition to open spaces while providing the
perfect backdrop for all DEDON furniture collections. Woven by hand from weather- and UV-resistant yarns, VID combines
luxuriousness with practicality. Neutral and versatile, the carpets come in two sizes, styles and color ways.
Carpet FRINGES: This 200 x 300cm handwoven carpet features multicolored ends, with fringes and a bold stripe
pattern. The body comes in a uni-colored weave, in a choice of two colors: canvas or light gray.
Material: VID is handwoven and consists of 100% polypropylene. Designed and treated for outdoor use, it is UV- and
weather-resistant.
Maintenance: We recommend to lift the carpet periodically to let it dry. Vacuum-clean the carpet at least once a week
in order to prolong its life and maintain its colors.

Colors

125
FRINGES
canvas

124
FRINGES
light gray

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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VID

Carpet SOLID
Design by DEDON DESIGN STUDIO | Item code: 098020 | 200 × 300 cm / 78 ¾ × 118"
Measurements

Collection: VID carpets help to create beautiful outdoor atmospheres, giving definition to open spaces while providing the
perfect backdrop for all DEDON furniture collections. Woven by hand from weather- and UV-resistant yarns, VID combines
luxuriousness with practicality. Neutral and versatile, the carpets come in two sizes, styles and color ways.
Carpet SOLID: This 200 x 300cm handwoven carpet features a solid pattern with uni-weaving, in a choice of two colors:
canvas or light gray.
Material: VID is handwoven and consists of 100% polypropylene. Designed and treated for outdoor use, it is UV- and
weather-resistant.
Maintenance: We recommend to lift the carpet periodically to let it dry. Vacuum-clean the carpet at least once a week
in order to prolong its life and maintain its colors.

Colors

125
SOLID
canvas

124
SOLID
light gray

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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VID

Carpet SOLID
Design by DEDON DESIGN STUDIO | Item code: 098025125 | 300 × 400 cm / 118“ × 157 ½“
Measurements

300

400
118

cm
inch

Collection: VID carpets help to create beautiful outdoor atmospheres, giving definition to open spaces while providing the
perfect backdrop for all DEDON furniture collections. Woven by hand from weather- and UV-resistant yarns, VID combines
luxuriousness with practicality. Neutral and versatile, the carpets come in two sizes, styles and color ways.
Carpet SOLID: This 300 x 400cm handwoven carpet features a solid pattern with uni-weaving. It comes in the color
canvas.
Material: VID is handwoven and consists of 100% polypropylene. Designed and treated for outdoor use, it is UV- and
weather-resistant.
Maintenance: We recommend to lift the carpet periodically to let it dry. Vacuum-clean the carpet at least once a week
in order to prolong its life and maintain its colors.

Colors

125
SOLID
canvas

124
SOLID
light gray

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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